Circles of Control, Influence & Concern

Circle of Control
- My thoughts
  - My words
- My actions/behaviour
- My reactions
- My decisions/choices
- My attitude/mindset
- My mood
- My work ethic

Circle of Influence
- Other people's thoughts
- Other people's actions
- Other people's choices
- Whether people like me or not

Circle of Concern
- Your past decisions/choices/behaviour
- If public transport is on time
- The outcome of most court cases
- Sports match
- The media
- Being made redundant
- How much stock a retailer has
- Celebrities' behaviour & opinions
- Strangers' comments on forums & social media
- My partner loves me
- My children's future
- My productivity at work
- Where I work
- Who I vote for

See explanation and instructions on the next page...
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Circle of Control
This encompasses those circumstances/issues/problems that we have direct control over.

Circle of Influence
This encompasses those circumstances/issues/problems that we have indirect control over.

Circle of Concern
Also known as the circle of ‘no control’. This encompasses the wide range of circumstances/issues/problems we have, but over which we have no control.

Instructions

This activity can be done individually or as a group. You can focus on all aspects of your life, or on one specific area (e.g. your business).

1. Print out the “Circles of Control” poster.

2. On small sticky notes, or pieces of paper, write down all the circumstances/issues/problems that are concerning you and put them in the Circle of Concern circle.

   At this stage you may have a lot of stress and anxiety over the things you’ve written down and may feel you don’t have any control over them. Having no control can be alarming.

3. Look at all the things you’ve written down and decide which things you can actively control. Move all the sticky notes with the things that you can actively control from the outer, big Circle of Concern into the small Circle of Control.

   At this point, you may think that there aren’t many items that you can actively control. Maybe that’s true - you can’t control them, so ask yourself, “Can I influence them?”

4. Think about ways you might be able to influence the things that are still in your Circle of Concern.

   E.g. could you develop a better relationship with the person outside of the team who’s making impossible demands and get to the root cause of their behaviour?

   Go through all the notes that are still in your Circle of Concern and try to move them into the Circle of Influence.

   As you explore these further, and think about them differently, you might find that some of the concerns can go straight into the Circle of Control.

5. When you have worked with the sticky notes until you can’t move anything anymore, write the circumstances/issues/problems onto the actual poster and put the poster up in a place where you can easily see it every day. (The inside of a cupboard door that you open every day is a useful place to put your poster if you don’t want anyone else to see it).

6. Your poster will then be a daily reminder of just how much you can control and where you need to focus your time and energy.
Circles of Control, Influence & Concern.

1. Circle of Control
2. Circle of Influence
3. Circle of Concern
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